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Abstract
The authors propose a deep neural network-based algorithm to automatically generate portrait map
art (PMA), an amazing modern art form created by British portrait artist Ed Fairburn. The authors
formulate the generation of PMA into an adaptive dual-to-single image translation problem. The
model proposed by the authors analyses the appearance of one portrait and one map imagery by two
encoder networks and utilizes their hidden encodings as the representations of the portrait and map
imagery to generate new PMA by a decoder network. An adaptive style harmonization module is
proposed to fuse the two hidden encodings. Optimized by cycle-consistency constraint, the model can
produce new PMA images without baselines.
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Introduction

Portrait map art (PMA) is a modern art form created by British portrait artist Ed Fairburn. He uses
maps from around the world as canvas for his interests and creativity, which aims at giving viewers
an abstract sense of connection and possibly stirring up sense of “home” and belonging. During the
creation process, Fairburn primarily produces portraits, extracting facial features from roads, rivers,
and mountainous contours by making gradual changes to the map and then goes in with ink pens
to create realistic areas of shadow and light. Sometimes, he also uses an overlay technique, thereby
cutting out a specific part of the map and overlaying it on another to allow bursts of color to be
revealed [8]. Fig. 1 shows some real PMA works created by Fairburn.
Fairburn calls his process “topopointillism” and describes it as a “direct mix of topography and
pointillism.” [6]. Similar to a pointillism painting, Fairburn’s portraits appear abstract up-close; but
from afar, the viewer can see the human subject emerge from the topographic patterns. Fairburn
described the feeling when he was creating: “These changes allow me to tease out the human form,
resulting in a comfortable coexistence of figure and landscape. I aim to preserve the functionality of
each map by feeding the composition instead of fighting it.” [13]. By merging landscape and humanity,
Fairburn reminds us that we are a product of our environment.
Fairburn often spends hours studying the map’s terrain before beginning his artistic process. The
sketches he provides are usually digital drafts and layered images created in Photoshop [15], which
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shows the base map and placement of the subject. However, this way of preview is inefficient, reflecting
the fusion of subject and map is difficult. Some maps are paired with the subjects in a way fancy but
difficult to imagine. Besides, the creation of a real PMA work usually costs from a couple of days to a
couple of months [6]. This instance also restricts the artist from obtaining a quick plausible preview
and adjusting the creative scheme to create a better work.
In recent years, computational algorithms for art creation [1, 10, 16] and art analysis [7, 11, 5]
have acquired growing interest. Especially, with the development of machine learning methods, such
as convolutional neural network and generative adversarial networks, which can help researchers with
complex mathematical fitting and calculations without strict limitations of the data, various artistic
forms (i.e., paintings, poems, music) can be modeled and automatically created. Thus, to assist
the artist to optimize the creation process of PMA and explore if this fantastic artistic form can
be simulated by computer, we employ machine learning to develop an automatic and efficient PMA
image generation approach. Previously, image-to-image translation [17, 9] and image style transfer
methods [3, 4] are proposed to bridge the appearance gap of images in content, color and texture
and thus render a given natural image into an artistic style. Image compositing methods [2, 14]
can harmonize multiple objects/contents from different sources in one target scene. However, those
methods are not fit for PMA creation because PMA is a form of composition art, in which visual
elements are combined to create a new image that has a different style with both inputs. Shih et al.
[12] also showed that classical deep learning-based NPR style transfer does not work well for creating
map art images. Therefore, in this paper, we study the automatic creation of this form of digital
collage art and use PMA as an experimental case.
We formulate the creation of PMA images into an adaptive dual-to-single image translation problem. Two images are given as guidance for the PMA generation: one portrait image and one digital
map. The proposed CNN-based approach automatically fuses these two images into a single one in
the style of PMA works. Notably, given that the volume of existing PMA works by Ed Fairburn is
limited, establishing a supervised approach by observing baseline PMA of given portrait and map
inputs is difficult. To this end, we follow CycleGAN [17] and propose two mapping workflows: dualto-single and single-to-dual. The asymmetric cycle workflows could learn how to couple portrait and
map into PMA or decouple PMA into portrait and map in an unsupervised manner. Some PMA
images generated by our model are shown in Fig. 1(e).
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2.1

Methodology
Asymmetric Image Translation

To generate a PMA image with the visual characteristics of both samples of the source domain, we
propose an asymmetric image-to-image translation model.
Denote xs1 ∈ {Xs1 } and xs2 ∈ {Xs2 } as the samples from the two source domains (portrait and
map) and xt ∈ {Xt } as the sample from the target domain (PMA), the goal of the model is to generate
a PMA image xˆt . As shown in Fig. 2(a), our model contains two mapping functions G : Xs1 , Xs2 → Xt
and F : Xt → Xs1 , Xs2 , and associated adversarial discriminators Ds1 , Ds2 , and Dt . Dt encourages
G to translate Xs1 , Xs2 into outputs indistinguishable from domain Xt , and vice versa for Ds1 , Ds2
and F . We use two cycle-consistency losses to capture the intuition that if we translate from one
domain to the other and back again we should arrive at where we started. Fig. 2(b) shows the forward
cycle-consistency loss xs1 , xs2 → G(xs1 , xs2 ) → F (G(xs1 , xs2 )) ≈ xt , and Fig. 2(c) shows the backward
cycle-consistency loss xt → F (xt ) → G(F (xt )) ≈ xs1 , xs2 .
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 3, our translation model Gs1 ,s2 →t consists of two encoders Es1 , Es2 , a
decoder Dect , and an adaptive multi-style fusion (AMSF) module. Given a portrait image and a map
image, we utilize Es1 and Es2 to learn their appearance representations. Then, the representations
are fused by the AMSF module which guides our network to focus on the most discriminative areas of
different appearances based on the attention map. Finally, a decoder network Dect is used to generate
PMA image from the fused representations. Vice versa, our translation model Ft→s1 ,s2 can decompose
a given PMA image into a portrait image and a map image. It consists of one encoder Et , two decoders
Decs1 , Decs2 and a two-branch attention module. A given PMA image will first be fed into Et to
get the feature map. Then, the two-branch attention module receives the feature map and gives two
attention maps to the decoders Decs1 and Decs2 . The cyclic workflow enables the neural network
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(a) Pencil on a map

(b) Ink on a OS trench map (c) Ink drawing on a street map (d) Ink on a pocket road map

(e) PMA results generated by our model

Fig. 1: (a)-(d) Real PMA works created by Ed Fairburn [6]. (e) Computer generated PMA images.
training in an unsupervised learning manner.

2.2

Adaptive Multi-style Fusion Module

As shown in Fig. 3, our AMSF module consists of two pooling layers and an auxiliary classifier ηs .
The output of ηs (x1 , x2 ) represents the probability that xs1 comes from Xs1 and xs2 comes from Xs2 .
k
k
Esk1 (x) and Esk2 (x) are denoted as the k-th activation maps of Cs1 and Cs2 , and Es1ij (x) and Es2ij (x)
as the value at (i, j). Our AMSF module is trained to learn the weights wsk of the k-th feature maps
for the source domains. For portrait domain, we use average pooling to maintain the whole structure;
whereas for map domain, we use max pooling to capture the details. By exploiting wsk1 and wsk2 , we
can calculate a set of domain specific attention feature maps:
as1 (x) = ws1 · Es1 (x1 ) = {wsk1 · Esk1 (x1 )|1 ≤ k ≤ n},
as2 (x) = ws2 · Es2 (x2 ) = {wsk2 · Esk2 (x2 )|1 ≤ k ≤ n},
where n is the number of encoded feature maps. Then, our translation model Gs1 ,s2 →t becomes equal
to Gt (as (x)). Finally, we formulate the AMSF module as:
k

k

ηs (x1 , x2 ) = σ(Σk wsk1 Σij Es1ij (x1 ), Σk wsk2 Σij Es2ij (x2 )).
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(a) The full structure

(b) Forward cycle-consistency loss

(c) Backward cycle-consistency loss

Fig. 2: Overview of our asymmetric image-to-image translation model structure.

Fig. 3: Model architecture.

2.3

Objective

Full objective. We jointly train the encoders, decoders, discriminators, and auxiliary classifiers to
optimize the adversarial loss and cycle-consistency loss:
min

max

Gs1 ,s2 →t ,Gt→s1 ,s2 Ds1 ,Ds2 ,Dt

min

max

Gs1 ,s2 →t ,Gt→s1 ,s2 Ds1 ,Ds2 ,Dt

s1 ,s2 →t
s1 ,s2 →t
λ1 Lgan
+ λ2 Lcycle
,

t→s1
t→s2
t→s2
1
λ1 Lt→s
gan + λ1 Lgan + λ2 Lcycle + λ2 Lcycle ,

where λ1 = 1, λ2 = 10.
Adversarial loss. An adversarial loss is employed to match the distribution of the source images to
the target image distribution:
1 ,s2 →t
Lsgan
= Ex∼Xt [(Dt (x))2 ] + Ex1 ∼Xs1 ,x2 ∼Xs2 [(1 − Dt (Gs1 ,s2 →t (x1 , x2 )))2 ],

2
2
1
Lt→s
gan = Ex∼Xs1 [(Ds1 (x)) ] + Ex∼Xt [(1 − Ds1 (Gt→s1 (xt ))) ],
2
2
2
Lt→s
gan = Ex∼Xs2 [(Ds2 (x)) ] + Ex∼Xt [(1 − Ds2 (Gt→s2 (xt ))) ].
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Cycle-consistency loss. To alleviate the mode collapse problem, we apply a cycle-consistency constraint to the generator. Given images xs1 ∈ {Xs1 } and xs2 ∈ {Xs2 } after the sequential translations
from Xs1 & Xs2 to Xt , and from Xt to Xs1 & Xs2 , the image should be successfully translated back
into the original domain:
1 ,s2 →t
Lscycle
= Ex1 ∼Xs1 ,x2 ∼Xs2 [|x − Gt→s1 ,s2 (Gs1 ,s2 →t (x1 , x2 ))|1 ],

1
Lt→s
cycle = Ext ∼Xt [|x − Gs1 ,s2 →t (Gt→s1 (xt ))|1 ],

2
Lt→s
cycle = Ext ∼Xt [|x − Gs1 ,s2 →t (Gt→s2 (xt ))|1 ].

3
3.1

Experiments
Experimental setup

We collect 63 PMA works by Fairburn and other artists as the training data of target domain. We also
collect 728 portrait images and 153 map images from the Internet to serve as the dual source domains.
The portrait and map images are randomly cropped to 400 × 400 in the training stage. Our model
is trained on two GeForce RTX 3090 GPUs spending approximately 8 hours. After training, it only
costs 1.09 seconds to generate a 400 × 400 PMA work from arbitrary given inputs.

(a) Input map images

(b) Input portrait images

(c) Output PMA images

Fig. 4: Automatic PMA generation results with style similar to that of Fig. 1(a).
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3.2

Results

The appearance of PMA works by artist varies greatly according to the materials or the brush used
for painting. Different painting tools lead to various painting styles and convey diverse emotions
correspondingly. Roughly the collected 63 PMA works could be divided into four categories according
to their styles. The representative works of each style are shown in Fig. 1. The proposed algorithm
could generate PMA in different appearances by controlling the style of PMA works used for training.
The PMA work in Fig. 1(a) was created by using a pencil to draw on an original map of the
peak district [6]. Such works usually depict the shadows of portraits by filling the gaps between the
contours of the map finely and are often drawn on color maps. However, when drawing such works,
the artist only draws portraits in black. Therefore, the fusion of black portraits and color maps is very
important. Fig. 4 shows the automatically generated PMA works in such style.
The PMA work in Fig. 1(b) was created by using ink to draw on an OS trench map of the Western
Front [6]. Such works are characterized by black and white tones and fine brushstrokes. Generating
lines of the right length, number, width, and spacing at the right place is a challenge for computergenerated art works. We selected the specific style PMA works as target domain for training and
generating new PMA works in such style. To pursue a more refined effect, we used multiple sizes
of receptive fields to analyze sketch works from multiple scales, which nearly quadrupled our model
parameters. Fig. 5 shows the automatic generated PMA works in such style.

(a) Input map images

(b) Input portrait images

(c) Output PMA images

Fig. 5: Automatic PMA generation results with style similar to that of Fig. 1(b).
The PMA work in Fig. 1(c) was created by using ink to draw on an original street map of
Norwich [6]. Such works are different from the line drawings in that they often have large black
areas and white streets. The model needs to deal with this difference selectively (the former is more
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like painting on white paper, the latter is the opposite). Fig. 6 shows the automatic generated PMA
works in such style.
The PMA work in Fig. 1(d) was created by using ink to draw on a 1973 pocket road map of
Germany [6]. The green part of the background and the red part of the lines have a strong visual
impact. Therefore, balancing the shade and area of the portrait and the map and strengthening or
weakening the color of the map (especially the red line) are extremely important. Fig. 7 shows the
automatic generated PMA works in such style.
Fig. 8 shows some results of using either fixed maps or fixed portraits as inputs. These experiments
demonstrate the flexibility and generality of our model. Specially, in Fig. 8(a) we show the two results
generated by using animal photos as input, which demonstrates that our approach can create other
artworks besides standard PMA.
In all PMA images generated by our model, we can see that the important facial features of the
portraits are clearly depicted on the maps in a state of natural compositing. On the technical side,
compared with the multi-stage map art style transfer approach [12], our method is end-to-end and
can generate PMA images, which have similar styles of Fairburn’s works, more effectively. In fact, as
orderly as Fairburn’s work appears, it’s the occasional disorder and unjustified choices that make his
work what it is - a human approach to a human concept. Perfection through imperfection. This is
just the reason why our approach can well simulate the visual effects of PAM since the GAN structure
in our model does bring a little randomness to the results.

(a) Input map images

(b) Input portrait images

(c) Output PMA images

Fig. 6: Automatic PMA generation results with style similar to that of Fig. 1(c).
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(a) Input map images

(b) Input portrait images

(c) Output PMA images

Fig. 7: Automatic PMA generation results with style similar to that of Fig. 1(d).

3.3

Limitations

Similar to other automatic approaches, our approach has limitations in generating specific creation
styles that match the artist’s interpretation. The water area is automatically vacated while depicting
a portrait on the map to match the artist’s creative style, which is much more challenging. This
problem can possibly be solved by adding a water area recognition module to our model to help retain
the original appearance of the water areas.
Another limitation of this generation method is that it is dependent on the suitable data being
used. The resulting quality of image-to-image translation-based approaches is somewhat dependent
on the quality of training data. Thus, our model can be further fine-tuned to achieve finer local details
in the results by adding more training data, especially PMA data created by the artist.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we present our recent attempt at the automatic generation of PMA images. Each
image is created as a composite of the visual characteristics of a portrait and a map. The approach
used is efficient and generic in generating high-quality image that resembles the artist’s style. The
advantage of this approach is that it allows users to freely select the portrait and map images for
creation according to their own preferences and then obtain the final work in real time. Artists and
public without professional programming skills can use our model to create their own PMA images.
Artists can also use our results as drafts and create their own works through further modifications.
We believe that there should be many opportunities to further refine and extend our approach.
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(a) Generate PMA images by using the same map but different portraits.

(b) Generate PMA images by using the same portrait but different maps.

Fig. 8: Automatic PMA generation results.
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An immediate extension would be to combine maps and objects to generate general map art images.
It may be challenging and interesting to transfer new map art style to a certain video in which
“content” composes of a map art background and animating or video objects. Moreover, we can apply
this technique to generate other artistic works with similar artistic forms of PMA (a composite of a
background and an object with a specific style).
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